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Our school attendance target this year is  
97%  

Class attendance for the last week:  

Y1                            95.3%       

Y2                            98.5%     

Y3                            95.8%    

Y4                            90.4%   

Y5                            94.8%   

Y6                            93%   

Overall                       94.6% 

Unfortunately we have not achieved 
our attendance target this week. 

Holidays during term time 

Please remember there will be no                 
authorised leave during term time. 
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Class reading percentages for    
reading 3x or more at home this 

week: 
 

Y1      62%       
Y2      62%     
Y3      65% 
Y4      66 %   
Y5      84 %   
Y6      93%     
 
Congratulations to Y6 who have won this week, but 
well done to Y5 whose score was also high! 

!CAUTION! “Squid Game” 

Currently, there is a new series called 
“Squid Game” on Netflix. School would 
like to take this opportunity to remind 

parents about PEGI ratings. Certain 
TV programmes are given a PEGI    

rating because the content is           
inappropriate for children. “Squid 
Game” has a PEGI rating of 15,    

meaning that anybody under the age 
of 15 should not be watching it due to 
the graphic and disturbing content, 
even if an adult is watching it with 
them. Please be sure to check the 
PEGI rating of anything your child 
watches and be advised that they 

should not be watching Squid Game. 

Singing Champions! 
As a cautionary step, we are         

currently not holding whole school  
assemblies at the moment (including 

singing assemblies). Therefore        
instead, pupils have been singing     

together in their classes and learning 
two new songs. 

This week we had a sing off         
competition and judges Mrs Cleary 
and Mrs Oxton watched each class 

perform their two songs. The     
standard of performance was very 
high across every class, but in the 

end, Year One from the infants and 
Year Five from the juniors were    
declared this half term’s Singing 

Champions! They will each receive a 
class reward of their choosing.  



 Reading Maths Writing 

FS1 Amina Agamveer Harshitha 

FS2 Mohamed Fatima Elliott 

Y1 Beyza-nur Daniel Sevim 

Y2 Stevie Hadiya  Anaya 

Y3 Eya Eljit Malachi 

Y4 Minna  Mohammed Ali Ahmed 

Y5 Xavier Aiman Zaid 

Y6 Musab Rayan Harry  

Parents can nominate our school for the prize by  
using this link:  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/familyfirstuk 
Website: www.familyfirst.co.uk 


